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Bioinformatics - From Genomes to TherapiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"This treatise on bioinformatics is an excellent reference set to use as additional reading in advanced undergraduate and graduate courses..."
    (ChemMedChem, October 2007)     

       Once again, Thomas Lengauer has succeeded in creating a comprehensive and immensely useful resource that meets even the high...
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Protein Homology Detection Through Alignment of Markov Random Fields: Using MRFalignSpringer, 2015

	This work covers sequence-based protein homology detection, a fundamental and challenging bioinformatics problem with a variety of real-world applications. The text first surveys a few popular homology detection methods, such as Position-Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based methods, and then describes a novel...
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Asian Flavors Diabetes Cookbook: Simple, Fresh Meals Perfect for Every DayAmerican Library Association, 2012

	The Asian Flavors Diabetes Cookbook is the first book that takes the naturally healthy recipes and meals of Asian cuisine and crafts them specifically for people with diabetes. Authored by Corinne Trang, who was dubbed by The Washington Post "the Julia Child of Asian cuisine," this unique collection of recipes will...
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Sustainable Meat Production and ProcessingAcademic Press, 2018

	
		Sustainable Meat Production and Processing presents current solutions to promote industrial sustainability and best practices in meat production, from postharvest to consumption. The book acts as a guide for meat and animal scientists, technologists, engineers, professionals and producers. The 12 most trending topics of...
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Genomic Perl: From Bioinformatics Basics to Working CodeCambridge University Press, 2002

	"I found this to be an excellent book, and would not hesitate to recommend it to advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students." Saturnino Luz, Computing Reviews

	

	In this introduction to computational molecular biology, Rex Dwyer explains many basic computational problems and gives concise, working programs to...
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Protein Structure Prediction (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2014

	Protein Structure Prediction, Third Edition expands on previous editions by focusing on software and web servers. With new chapters that provide instructions on how to use a computational method with examples of prediction by the method. Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series format, chapters...
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The p53 Tumor Suppressor Pathway and Cancer (Protein Reviews, Vol. 2)Springer, 2006

	The current year (2004) marks the Silver Anniversary of the discovery of the p53 tumor suppressor. The emerging ?eld ?rst considered p53 as a viral antigen and then as an oncogene that cooperates with activated ras in transforming primary cells in culture. Fueling the concept of p53 acting as a transforming factor, p53 expression was markedly...
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More than Beef, Pork and Chicken – The Production, Processing, and Quality Traits of Other Sources of Meat for Human DietSpringer, 2019

	
		This comprehensive work explores the demand, supply and variable consumer attitude toward a wide variety of unconventional and exotic animal species that are consumed in different parts of the world. Individual chapters focus on the consumption of horse meat, camel, buffalo, sheep, rabbit, wild boar, deer, goose, pheasant and exotic...
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Mycobacterium Tuberculosis Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2001


	The aim of this book is to provide detailed protocols for studying the

	molecular biology of the pathogen Mycobacterium tuberculosis, and its interactions

	with host cells. As established mycobacterial laboratories move towards

	exploiting the genome, and laboratories with expertise in other fields

	apply them to mycobacteria, both...
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Nuclear Import and Export in Plants and AnimalsSpringer, 2005
The nucleus is perhaps the most complex organelle of the cell. The wide range of functions of the cell nucleus and its molecular components include packaging and maintaining the integrity of the cellular genetic material, generating messages to the protein synthesis machinery of the cell, assembling ribosome precursors and delivering them to the...
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Flavonoids: Chemistry, Biochemistry and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2005


	It is with great pleasure that we accepted the offer by CRC Press to assemble and edit this

	compilation of reviews on flavonoids and their properties and functions for the present

	volume. We considered the volume timely in that the last book of this general type, The

	Flavonoids—Advances in Research Since 1986 (edited by...
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ImmunodominanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006


	The normal, intact immune system does not have equal probability of responding

	to every potential part of a protein. It has been known for more than 50 years that

	only parts of the protein that are “outside” are available for antibody binding. Yet,

	with the advent of Western blotting techniques, antibodies that react...
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